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Vertical batch freezer 
for top gelato shops

Unique gelato making 



The machine’s vat turns and the mix 
moves towards its cold inner side, where 
the water changes into ice crystals, 
giving a deep structure to the liquid mix; 
consequently, a special “spatula”, with a 
delicate and discontinuous movement, 
removes and spreads the product in a 
stainless steel surface. While freezing, 
the mix incorporates air in a natural way 
and takes a creamy consistency.

A delicate movement...

When Otello Cattabriga, in 1927, designed 
and patented the fi rst EFFE, he couldn’t 
surely imagine that soon it would have become 
synonym for GELATO MAKING all over the world. 

From that day, CATTABRIGA VERTICAL GELATO 
FREEZER equipped with ”Stir+Stick” system, enabled 
users to produce dry and well-textured gelato with 
no physical effort and in the best hygienic conditions. 

Nowadays, after more than 85 years, the EFFE has 
become more and more reliable. Manufactured in 
compliance with EEC guidelines, it remains a unique 
model. Actually, EFFE gives its owner a stronger 
and fi rmer identity as a true, traditional, italian-
style gelato maker. 

Choosing the best of the tradition to guarantee 
quality through time makes a top-level 
professional and an outstanding product. 
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… a personal touch… … a unique and incomparable “gelato”

To make special fl avors, you just need 
to add almonds, chunks of nougats, 
chocolate-covered meringue or any 
other special sweets, then let the 
product take shape and fragrance as 
the unit is freezing. A real “gelatiere” 
will then give his own fi nishing touch by 
hand-moving the product with the stick 
as needed, before extraction. 

THAT IS IT…GELATO IS READY!



… a unique and incomparable “gelato”

Here you have a dry and consistant Here you have a dry and consistant 
product with a fi nest weaving texture. product with a fi nest weaving texture. 

Only EFFE can handle special recipes and Only EFFE can handle special recipes and Only EFFE can handle special recipes and 
produce incomparable fl avors.produce incomparable fl avors.produce incomparable fl avors.produce incomparable fl avors.

For those who love combination of 
perfection and freshness, nothing is perfection and freshness, nothing is 

better than a Sicilian-style slush better than a Sicilian-style slush 
(so-called “GRANITA”). Take the (so-called “GRANITA”). Take the 

fi nest taste and best consistency, fi nest taste and best consistency, 
put them together, and you will put them together, and you will 

have the freshest of your food have the freshest of your food 
and drink. EFFE makes this real and drink. EFFE makes this real 

and simple by combining a natural and simple by combining a natural 
process and modern technology. process and modern technology. 

traditional granita

HERE IS HOW HERE IS HOW 
AN ANCIENT AN ANCIENT 

TRADITION TRADITION 
COMBINES COMBINES 

WITH WITH 
TECHNOLOGY…TECHNOLOGY…

AND BUILDS AND BUILDS 
YOUR SUCCESSYOUR SUCCESS



Old and modern 

fl avors, an 

experience of 

several generations, 

plus an inimitable 

technology: 

EFFE has no matches 

in the industry, 

nor in Gelato history. 
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M AC C H I N E  P E R  G E L ATO

    EFFE 4 B   EFFE 6 B

Quantity of mix per cycle lt 4 lt 6

Compressor electrical loading kW 1,1 kW 2,2

Beater-motor electrical loading kW 0,75 kW 1,1

Condensation  air/water air/water

Electrical supply 220-380/3/50 Hz 220-380/3/50 Hz

Width mm 510 mm 550

Depth mm 695 mm 835

Height  mm 1860 mm 2000

Net/Gross weight  Kg 225/255 Kg 295/335

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Distributor

Stainless steel vat with 
a cooling system operated
by a diathermis liquid.

All specifi cations mentioned must be considered
approximate. Cattabriga reserves the right to modify, without no-
tice, all parts deemed necessary. The hourly production is subject 

to variation according to the type of mix usedm of its temperature 
and the characteristics of the fi nished product wanted.

A patented spatutla for 
“Stir+Stick” gelato making. 
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